Project management
We help you keep control of dates, content,
milestones, resources and costs.

Projects succeed when cooperation works. We have a team of experienced project
managers on hand to help you make your security projects a reality and ensure a
secure digitalisation process according to plan.

Are you able to implement your IT security projects as
planned? Do you make informed decisions while retaining an
overview, and do you know the risks of your projects?

The project managers at Swiss IT Security AG will help you overcome

to take action. This means implementing numerous projects simul-

Hermes standards, and use our experience for your benefit.

IT security departments of corporate customers are under pressure

these challenges. We can take care of planning, progress reviews

and coordination and assist you in coming up with the right decisions and solutions. We work around your processes and IPMA or

taneously without going over deadline or budget.

On top of that, companies have to adhere to compliance require-

ments, which means clear, traceable documentation of decisions,
quality controls, delivery approvals, risks and budgets. And finally,

incorrect implementation can expose your business to unnecessary
cyber risks that could harm your reputation and cause operational
and financial damage.

Reliability

Collaborative
partnership

Teamwork

Implementing IT projects according

Our benchmark is your project’s

Projects succeed when cooperation

which is why all our project managers

mation tailored to your requirements

in collaborating with our customers’

to plan doesn’t happen by chance,

undergo a training programme with
IPMA or Hermes certification.

They are in constant dialogue within
the team, backed up by the entire

organisation of Swiss IT Security AG.

success. So we provide candid inforacross all aspects of a project.

This ensures that you can keep an eye
on the project status as well as any
problems and risks at all times and

are able to make informed decisions.

works. We have a lot of experience

interdisciplinary teams and service

providers, and we promote teamwork.
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IT security project management

Agile or waterfall

Programme management

el as a basis and can offer reliable results using classic and agile

We have a wealth of experience at programme level and the right

When we work on a project, we take your project management modapproaches alike.

IT security included

Along with individual projects, we can manage entire programmes.
tools at our disposal (e.g. leading teams of project managers or
general coordination and reporting).

Project managers at Swiss IT Security AG all have backgrounds in IT

Compliance

internal team. This facilitates communication with specialists and

ards and specifications that apply to traceable project documen-

security consulting or engineering and are able to consult with the
understanding of upcoming project tasks.

Integrated project management

Our project managers are experienced in handling internal standtation and compliance with ‘Secure Development and Lifecycle
Processes (SDLC)’.

Our core competencies lie in technical project management, which

Project advisory

If desired, we can also take care of further aspects of IT project man-

concerning a specific project?

also includes progress reviews and reporting.

agement including controlling and project documentation tracking
(e.g. change management).

Do you need a second opinion or support with your project decisions
Our project managers can take on an advisory role, drawing on their
extensive experience.

Integration in customer projects

We base our work around your project organisation. We have a lot

of experience in collaborating with our customers’ interdisciplinary
teams and service providers, and we promote teamwork.

ASK ABOUT
A PERSONALISED
CONSULTATION NOW.

Why Swiss IT Security?
 Years of experience
 Leading-edge technology
 Motivated employees
 Many years of project experience
 Many years of managed service experience
 Sound expertise

Swiss IT Security AG
Etzelmatt 3, 5430 Wettingen
Telephone +41 848 088 088
info@sits.ch
www.sits.ch

If you are interested or have any
questions about our service,
please feel free to call us. We look
forward to hearing from you.

